2022 INTERNATIONAL
BORDEAUX
GOLF & GRANDS CRUS 1855
22-25 Sept. 2022
This weekend is about celebrating harvesting and the start of Autumn in Bordeaux
with a first event specially created for epicurean golfers!
With our local outstanding partners, we are delighted to unveil high quality golf and
wine activities, including a golf competition, all to provide you with a memorable
time.
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MAKE YOUR programme : 3, 4 OR 5 DAYS
You can pick your arrival and departure date knowing that the golf and Grands Crus
1855 competition takes place on Friday 23rd of September in the afternoon.
Different options are laid on specially for you: play 2 to 3 rounds of golf and discover
1 or 2 exceptional Grands Crus 1855 châteaux during a private wine tasting
experience whilst grapes are in the process of harvesting.
This is the perfect stay for epicurean golfers but also for their non-golfing friends and
family who love a chic and relaxing stay in the most famous wine region in the world
and the cultural and foodie city of Bordeaux.

WEDNESDAY 21/09/2022 : ARRIVAL IN BORDEAUX
You arrive in Bordeaux and stay at
one of the 2 Marriott group hotels:
Hotel Renaissance 4* or Moxy 3*.
These 2 new hotels are based in the
Docks area of Bordeaux (Bassins à
Flot) : a vibrant quarter near La Cité
du Vin and along the quays of the
Garonne river.

THURSDAY 22/09/2022 :

IMMERSIVE DAY IN MEDOC

In the morning we visit a Grand Cru 1855
château during harvesting. A vertical winetasting is organised specially for your visit,
followed by a "harvesting" lunch.
In the afternoon, you play 'Les Vignes' 18-hole
golf course at Golf du Médoc.
You can choose the option of arriving on the
day at your own time.

FRIDAY 23/09/2022 : AMATEUR GOLF COMPETITION
Free time in the morning or arrival (2-day package) at
the hotel.
Transfer to Golf du Médoc by bus at 11:00 for some
practice before a light lunch.
At 2pm, a shotgun competition is organised on the
championship course 'Les Châteaux', with each hole
sponsored by outstanding châteaux including 12
Grands Crus 1855. At 6:30pm the group is transferred to
one Grands Crus Châteaux in Medoc for an prize-giving
gala dinner, paired with Grands Crus wines' tasting.
PRIZES
Bottles of Grands Crus Wines, the new edition of the
book of the Counsel of Grands Crus Wines 1855, a
weekend in one of Marriott Golf resort in Europe for 2
and much more!

Bordeaux
SATURDAY 24/09/2022 : GOLF, WINE O
R VISIT BORDEAUX?
Option N°1 : Visit Bordeaux
Bordeaux
Time to discover Bordeaux and its historical centre. Your
package includes an entry to La Cité du Vin located near
your hotel, the largest interactive museum dedicated to
wine and civilisation. A city pass provided.
Option N°2 : Château Visit
In the morning we visit a Grand Cru 1855 château in
Sauternes during the harvesting. A vertical wine-tasting is
organised specially for your visit, followed by a
"harvesting" lunch.
Option N°3 : golf in Bordeaux
For the avid golfers we've organised a round at Grand Saint-Emilionnais Golf Course, near
Saint-Emilion.
Option N°4 : early departure

SUNDAY 25/09/2022 : DEPARTURE
EXTEND YOUR STAY IN THE BORDEAUX REGION

Ask us for a programme for an extended stay in the region of South-West
France. Take a look at our other destinations combining outstanding golf, wine,
gastronomy and culture within 2-hours of Bordeaux!

SIGNATURE

GOLF COURSES

Bordeaux region offers over 10 golf courses. We have selected the Golf du Médoc
for the Golf and Grands Crus 1855 competition and its championship course Les
Châteaux. 2 other signature courses are also available to play during your stay:
Golf du Médoc is classed among the top 15 golf courses in continental Europe. As the third best
golf course in France by the Rolex Guide, the Golf du Medoc offers 2 superbly designed 18 hole
courses : Les Châteaux course and Les Vignes course.
Les Vignes course (par 71) designed by Rod Whitman (Canada) in 1991. This technical and varied
course is set in a typically regional landscape where the beauty of the moors and the maritime
pines. A tee-off is included on Thursday 22nd in the afternoon (see packages).
The golf competition takes place on Les Châteaux (par 71) designed in 1989 by Bill Coore (USA).
It respects the Scottish links tradition with its wide fairway bordered by heather, gorse and
broom. The fast greens, the influence of Atlantic winds and the technical difficulties of the layout
make this championship course a constant challenge. The Lacoste Ladies Open is held here
every year.

Tee-off is scheduled on Saturday morning as an
option to play Grand Saint-Emilionnais Golf
Course. A five-star golf course, designed by
one of the best architects in the world, Tom
Doak. This exceptional course unfolds in a
valley fringed by centenary oak trees, framed
by vineyards.

BORDEAUX

ACCOMMODATION

Greens and Grapes has partnered with Marriott Group and its 2 new hotels in Bordeaux
opened since June 2021 and nested in the trendy 'Old Docks' of Bordeaux near La Cité
du Vin:

RENAISSANCE HOTEL 4*
This brand-new hotel embraces an artistic immersion into the
intriguing industrial and maritime neighbourhood. It has already
become a landmark in Bordeaux.
After exploring the most beautiful golf courses and vineyards, retreat to one of the stylish rooms
with its oversized windows. Relax with a city-view swim at the indoor pool on one of the highest
rooftops in Bordeaux. Stay up, contemplate the sunset while sipping a distinctive cocktail and
treat yourself to an authentic italian cuisine at Gina, the panoramic bar and restaurant.
Make your hotel stay in the Capital of Wine, one-of-a-kind.

MOXY HOTEL 3*

This is the experience of Bordeaux in a playful and alternative way. Moxy
Bordeaux is the spot to be!
Nested next door to the Renaissance hotel , steps away from ‘Cité du Vin’ and the river, this
Marriott lifestyle hotel is eco-friendly-oriented with an industrial design and comfy/tech-savvy
bedrooms, Moxy boasts 133 rooms with minimalist elements meeting all the needs of the
modern traveler.
Moxy has an upbeat lobby bar along with an impressive microforest terrace beside the historic
silos, and if you got munchies, From homemade tuna rillettes to healthy salads, Moxy has
everything you need.

BORDEAUX WINE

GRANDS CRUS 1855

The 1855 Classification was created to present the most famous Bordeaux
wines at the Paris Universal exhibition, at the request of Emperor NAPOLEON III.
The responsibility for drawing it up was given by the Bordeaux Chamber of
Commerce to the "Bordeaux Trade Brokers".
The idea was to establish a classification based on many years of trade experience, which was
the recognition for each estate of its Terroir and reputation. Naturally, the information came from
the most reliable sources.
Published on April 18, 1855, the Classification was therefore the confirmation of a market reality
and its evolution over more than a century.
The gala dinner on Friday 23rd of September, after the golf competition, is held at
Château Giscours astonishing first by its size, then by its spectacular surroundings: a
magnificent park, a lush forest, and vineyards covering a hundred hectare which
makes a magical setting in the heart of Margaux.
Two private châteaux visits are organised during this exceptional stay to enjoy the vibrant activity during
harvesting and enjoy an exclusive wine-tasting followed by an harvesting lunch with wine-pairing.
On Thursday 22nd of September in the morning : a château in the Medoc region.
On Saturday 23rd of September in the morning: a château in the Sauternes region.

BORDEAUX

THE CITY AND BEYOND

Bordeaux is the capital of Nouvelle Aquitaine and is located in the heart of the most famous and
finest wine region. Very well connected by air and train, this beautiful 18th-century architecture
city is renowned for a diverse cultural and gastronomy experience.
The city offers easy access by tram or by foot. We provide you with a guide of the city together
with a city pass and an entry ticket to La Cité du Vin.

2022 INTERNATIONAL
BORDEAUX
GOLF & GRANDS CRUS 1855
PRICING

22-25 Sept. 2022

4 OPTIONS
PER
PERSON

OPTION 4 NIGHTS

Arrival on Wednesday 21/09 in a double/twin room :

HOTEL RENAISSANCE

4

3

1

3

1

€

1,350

HOTEL MOXY

3

3

1

3

1

€

1,151

+€ 330 FOR A SINGLE ROOM

OPTION 3 NIGHTS

Arrival on Wednesday 21/09 or Thursday 22/09 in a double/twin room :

HOTEL RENAISSANCE

4

2

1

2

1

€

1,115

HOTEL MOXY

3

2

1

2

1

€

995

+€ 260 FOR A SINGLE ROOM

OPTION 2 NIGHTS
Arrival on Thursday 22/09 or Friday 23:09 in a double/twin room :

HOTEL RENAISSANCE

4

1

1

2

0

€

855

HOTEL MOXY

3

1

1

2

0

€

757

+€ 176 FOR A SINGLE ROOM

OPTION 1 NIGHT

Arrival on Friday 23/09 in a double/twin room :

HOTEL RENAISSANCE
HOTEL MOXY

4

1

0

2

0

€

590

3

1

0

2

0

€

554

+€ 90 FOR A SINGLE ROOM
HOTEL

SEE SELECTION ABOVE - BED & BREAKFAST -BASED ON A DOUBLE OCCUPANCY(TWIN/DOUBLE)

GREEN FEES

18-HOLES. CART NOT INCLUDED. SEE GOLF COURSES ABOVE. ENTRY TO THE AMATEUR GOLF
COMPETITION INCLUDED.

WINETASTING

EXCLUSIVE GRANDS CRUS WINE TASTING DURING THE CHATEAU VISIT AND THE GALA DINER ON
23/09.WINE TASTING AT THE END OF THE VISIT OF LA CITE DU VIN.

MEALS
CULTURAL
VISITS
TRANSPORT

GOLFER LUNCH PACK BEFORE THE AMATEUR COMPETITION. REFRESHMENTS DURING THE
COMPETITION. GALA DINNER WITH GRANDS CRUS WINE PAIRING ON FRIDAY 23/09.
HARVEST LUNCH WITH CHATEAU WINE PAIRING DURING THE CHATEAU VISITS.
ENTRY TO LA CITE DU VIN NEXT TO THE HOTELS DURING YOUR OWN TIME.
PRIVATE BUS TRANSPORT FROM THE HOTELS TO THE AMATEUR COMPETITION, THE GOLF COURSES AND THE PRIVATE
CHATEAU VISITS INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE. TRANSFERS FROM/TO AIRPORT ON REQUEST.

NON GOLFERS PACKAGE

Golfing is replaced by a cultural or gastronomic activity of equivalent value
to a golfing fee : a food walk tour in Bordeaux and a visit of Bordeaux with a
guide or a private wine master class and a visit of Bassin des Lumières.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

EXTEND YOUR STAY
Ask us for a programme for an extended stay in the region of South-West
France. Take a look at our other destinations combining outstanding golf,
wine, gastronomy and culture within 2-hours of Bordeaux!

No flights or golf equipment included. Event guaranteed with 30 players confirmed.Terms and conditions available on our website.

OUR SERVICES
Greens & Grapes is a family business – the only travel agency in the Bordeaux region
dedicated to providing ‘all-in-one’ golf, wine and gastronomy packages.
Concierge service
Personal planners

Quality seekers
We seek to impress you with a quality of
service we expect when we travel.

Local experts
Bordeaux based

Native English, French
and Spanish. Other
languages on request

"Sylvie : I was born in France, my
mother is from Northern Spain
(Santander) but I spent much of my
early life travelling, including 13
years living and working in the UK.
My grandmother was from
Bordeaux, and from an early age
she developed a passion for
cooking. Like her before me, I love
calling Bordeaux home.”

Watch our video

CONTACT :
Sylvie and Lucius McPhilemy -Co-founders
sylvie@greensandgrapes.com
FR: +33 (0)6 72 71 48 97

N°Agence : IM033160001

Lucius : "I was born in Northern
Ireland and I can’t remember a day
when I didn’t want to play golf. With
a handicap of 12, I’m now lucky
enough to spend a large percentage
of my time ‘researching’ the best
courses to share with you. It’s a
tough job, but someone has to do it! I
also provide a private chauffeur
service and have a qualification in
wine (WSET2)

Download our guide

www.greensandgrapes.com

